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PLALAMENT VERTIGO GRAY 1.75mm 2500g Fillamentum


									

									
						PLALAMENT VERTIGO GRAY 1.75 mm 2 500 g FILLAMENTUM. This 3D string is characterized by easy printing and high glitter thanks to the added glitter. The material is suitable for FFF (also known as FDM) 3D printing technology and is made in the Czech Republic.
						Read more 					
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				Description

				
					
						
															
        
       Pla vertigo Gray  is the printing material of the Czech manufacturer of the company Parzlich, which supplies it under the world-famous  brand Fillamentum.   

  The advantage of this material is easy to use for 3D printers. The material allows high print quality, even with demanding details.   Pla fiber is made of natural ingredients and is easily biodegradable composition.  

 Fillament guarantees the high accuracy of the dimensions of the filament in tolerance +/- 0.05 mm, which is under strict control during production. 

 

  Material sheet  



																				

												
															Additional information

									
			Category:	PLA
	Color:	
															with glitter, grey													
	Weight:	
															2,5 kg													
	Average:	
															1,75 mm													
	Diameter:	
															± 0,05 mm													
	Bed temperature:	
															bez výhřevu, doporučeno 40°C													
	Nozzle temperature:	
															195 - 210°C													
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    na3D s.r.o.
CRN: 05337771
VAT-ID: CZ05337771


Phone:
+420 572 155 055 (Czech Republic) 

E-mail:
info@na3D.eu
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    Valašské Meziříčí, U Abácie 216 - warehouse, dispensing point

Opening hours   Mo-Th 8:00-15:00
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